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Abstract 

We are presenting a new theory in the field of linguistic science. According to the theory, 

every sound in this universe represents a specific meaning allotted by nature. All the 

languages of this world got evolved because of these specific meanings. We are explaining 

some of the important doubts raised by linguists against phonosemantics. It is explained that 

the naming of an object is always the outcome of „observing‟ the „object‟ by the observer 

with own views, needs, and limitations. All observers are prototype of , and have a 

common codec structure, where the observations are made. We are explaining the structure in 

the form of a model where all the phonemes are placed with their respective emotions. With a 

summarized theory of Indian Philosophy, the phonemes are explained with systematic 

groupings. The paper provides the semantic values of all usable Devanagari phonemes, 

including consonants and vowels. To prove the correctness of the semantic values, we have 

provided the experimental results on 55 words of different languages. The theory can be 

applied to interpret the real meanings of Veda . To illustrate the process, we have 

taken one  -1-164-46) as an example.  
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

Phonosemantics is a science which explains that every sound in this universe has a specific meaning 

allotted by nature. Under this hypothesis, it is believed that, as and when we speak or listen to any 

phoneme, we feel a corresponding specific emotion inside. We all have the same feeling for 

clapping, smiling, and waving hands. This feeling mechanism is made by nature and governed by the 

natural laws. Vocalization is a gesture and can be felt psychologically like other ones. We know that 

animals communicate with different types of gestures including vocalization, without learning any 

sign language. All this happens because all „existences‟ in this universe possess a common structural 

phenomenon, responsible for all inflow (listening, viewing), outflow (speaking, executing), and self 

flow (thinking) activities. The structure is allotted by nature, and incorporates all phonemes at 

defined places.   

It is to be understood that Nature has not given any name to any object. Naming is done by the 

observer by observing the object with his needs and limitations. Differences in languages are due to 

the differences in these limitations. It is largely argued that if every phoneme has a specific meaning, 

why we have two different objects for the same pronunciation. It is because the selection of the 

„name‟ largely depends on the „part appearance‟ of the object. Two different objects can have a 

common „part appearance‟, and hence the naming can be common. Let us explain it with an 

example. „Bank‟ can be defined as “visibility of restricted/protected existence”. In case of money 
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bank, the „existence‟ is money, and in case of river bank the „existence‟ is water. Both have common 

„part-appearance‟ of “visibility of restricted/protected”, which is used to fix up the name „bank‟. 

2.0  CODE OF Brahma (oÉë¼) 

As far as philosophy is concerned, every „existence‟ possesses the same code named ‘Brahma’. It is 

just like the DNA (unitary code) available in all the cells of a biological body. We can consider the 

biological body as the universe and the cell as an „existence‟ with an inbuilt unitary code named 

‘Brahma’. And hence, we all are existences as well as Brahma (AWÇ oìÉ¼ÉÍxqÉ). Both 

the observer and the object possess same structural model representing the code of Brahma’. The 

structure provides specific places for all the parts of the image. These places represent different 

phonemes. Mind perceives the image in identity-appearance (lÉÉqÉ-ÃmÉ) duality. Here the identity is 

represented by the phoneme, and the appearance is represented by the image.   

3.0  UNDERSTANDING EXISTENCE OR Brahma (oÉë¼) 

The ultimate aim of the vednta is to understand Brahma (oÉë¼), which is the ultimate code of every 

existence. There are many schools of thought which are trying to visualize the same Brahma from 

different angles. We have our traditional philosophical scriptures like the Veda (uÉåS), the Upniada 

(EmÉÌlÉwÉSè), the Brhmaa (oÉëÉ¼hÉ) etc, which reveal the basis of our ultimate philosophy regarding 

Brahma. These scriptures are complicated, and have to be understood without reasonable doubts. 

Relying on abda prama, most of these schools have used grammar and nirukta (ËlÉÂ£qÉè) to 

analyze the „words‟ (abda vÉoS) used in these scriptures. This seems insufficient because we have a 

number of words which are not available in any language of this globe. That is why the available 

meanings of these scriptures are still not beyond reasonable doubts.   

The Vedas are the message of God, supposed to have been directly revealed, and are, therefore, 

called ruti (what is heard). Nature, which is the offering part of Brahma, has allotted us the 

meaningfulness of these sounds. In other words, the sounds can only be understood by understanding 

Brahma itself, and that can only be done by defining the „existence‟ itself. 

Existence or Brahma is made of five indeclinable sheaths [avyaya koas AurÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ]. The annamaya 

koa A³ÉqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ represents „dissimilarities‟, pramaya koa mêÉÉhÉqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ represents „vibrations‟, 

manomaya koa qÉlÉÉåqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ represents „stimulation‟, vijnamaya koa ÌuÉ¥ÉÉlÉÉqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ represents „vision‟, 

and nandamaya koa AÉlÉlSqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ represents „support‟. Nothing can exist if anyone of the above is 

absent. As and when these five indeclinable sheaths interact with each other, different parts of 

aliveness [pras] evolve in the existence, which are: gadharva aÉlkÉuÉï i GËwÉ, deva SåuÉ, pit ËmÉiÉ×, and 

asura AxÉÑU. These five pras represent five groups of phonemes. Each group is made of three time 

segments: the future, the present, and the past. The present and the past again have two divisions 

named available (vidy ÌuÉ±É) and non-available (avidy AÌuÉ±É). In this way, we have 25 basic 

consonants, which are indivisible ingredients of our existence. The observations of different 

emotions stimulate different ingredients of our code structure of existence and provide corresponding 

phonemes. Moreover, the theory explains the vowels, based on the same parallel phenomenon.  

4.0  PLACEMENT OF PHONEMES IN EXISTENCE 

The aliveness [pra] in any image is made of five indivisible parts: offering appearance 

(gadharva) (diversity; display; intensity), acquiring in identity (i) (logic; formula; belief), 

analyzed clarity (deva) (accuracy; feature; detail), derived strength (pit) (rigidness; strength; 

energy), and occupied flow (asura) (inflow; outflow; self flow) in space. The composition of all the 
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above evolves the perception of image in the observer. The quantum towards the above aliveness 

(pra) is made available by vowels. 

Annamaya 

koa 

A³ÉqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ 

(dissimilarities) 

 

Gadharva aÉlkÉuÉï  
(Ability to offer appearance)  Pramaya  

koa 

mêÉÉhÉqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ 

(vibrations) 

diversity display intensity 

property, mobility, quantity, aÉÒhÉ aÉËiÉ SØurÉ 

present ; past ; future  
un-estab./ established [iÉè jÉè Sè kÉè lÉè] 
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Manomaya koa 
qÉlÉÉåqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ 

(stimulator) 

Asura  AxÉÑU 

(ability to occupy flow) 

Inflow; outflow; self-flow 

Free ; barred fluency 

present ; past ; future  
[Oè Pè Qè Rè hÉè] 
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Vijnamaya  

koa 

ÌuÉ¥ÉÉlÉqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ 

(vision) 

 

with / without condition [mÉè Tè  oÉè pÉè qÉè] 

present ; past ; future  
nandamaya  

koa 
AÉlÉlSqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ 

(support) 

 

property, mobility, quantity, aÉÒhÉ aÉËiÉ SØurÉ 

logic formula belief 
i   GËwÉ (ability to acquire identity) 

Model of Existence (Consonants) 

 

4.1  Offering appearance  (gadharva)- Interaction between  Annamaya koa (dissimilarities) and 

Pramaya  koa (vibration) evolves the offered appearance (gadharva) (diversity; display;  

intensity) in image. Before the start of interaction, the “dissimilarities without vibrations” and 

“vibrations without dissimilarities” create a “without availability of appearance”, which always 

remains in the future and is symbolized by the nasal sound  [lÉè]. The present of interaction is 

symbolized by the unvoiced sound  [iÉè] and  [jÉè] for offering „free‟ and „established‟ shaped 

appearances. After the interaction is completed, the past is symbolized by voiced sound  [Sè] and 

 [kÉè] for already offered ‘free‟ and ‘established‟ shaped appearance. Semantic Values -  [iÉ] - 
towards offering (sign; signal; shape) free appearance (diversity; display; intensity); expanding offer. 

 [jÉ] - towards offering established (formed; fixed; composed) appearance.  [S] - already 

offered free appearance.  [bÉ] - already offered established appearance; biased; notion; adopted. 

 [lÉ] - emptiness; fullness of identity; eagerness of acquiring; capability of acquiring; manliness; 

act of acquiring.  

4.2  Accepting identity (i)- Interaction between Vijnamaya  koa (vision) and nandamaya  

koa (support) evolves the acquired identity (i) (logic; formula; belief) in image. Before the start 

of interaction, the “vision without support”, and “support without vision”, create a “without 

availability of identity”, which always remains in future and is symbolized by the nasal sound  
[qÉè]. The present of interaction is symbolized by the unvoiced sound  [mÉè] and  [Tè] for acquiring 
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„conditional‟ and ‘unconditional‟ of identity. After the interaction is completed, the past is 

symbolized by the voiced sound  [oÉè] and  [pÉè] for already acquired „conditional‟ and 

„unconditional‟ identity. Semantic Values -  [mÉ] - towards acquiring (adopting; approving; 

allowing) in identity (logic; formula; belief) with condition (protection; support; secure; check; 

restriction; audit).  [T] - towards acquiring in identity unconditionally; freely acquiring; 

unprotected.  [oÉ] - already acquired (adopted; approved; allowed) in the identity with conditions 

(protected; supported; secured; checked; restricted; bond); compulsion; belief; confined; helpless, 

identified.  [pÉ] - already acquired identity without condition; unprotected; unchecked; new 

vision; free; insecure; flexible; arbitrary; independent.  [qÉ] - unavailable identity; non 

established; fullness of appearance; eagerness for offering; capability of offering; having; 

submission; surrender; substance; to be; disapproved.   

4.3  Analyzing clarity (deva) - Interaction between Vijnamaya  koa (vision) and Annamaya 

koa (dissimilarities) evolves the analyzed clarity (deva) (accuracy; feature; detail) in image. Before 

the start of interaction, “vision without dissimilarity” and “dissimilarity without vision” create a 

“need for clarity”, which always remains in the future and is symbolized by nasal sound  [Xè]. The 

present of interaction is symbolized by the unvoiced sound [Mè] and [ZÉè] for ‘open‟ and 

„closed‟ consciousness. After the interaction is completed, the past already clarified is symbolized by 

the voiced sound [aÉè] and [bÉè] for ‘open‟ and „closed‟ clarity. Semantic Values - [M ] - 
towards analyzing (clarifying; explaining) the clarity (accuracy; feature; details) with open 

consciousness; question mark; getting fear (towards clarifying for non-strength); attentive.  [ZÉ] 
- towards analyzing for clarity with closed consciousness; providing place for ; non-analyzing. 

[aÉ] - already analyzed (manifest; noticed) clarity with open consciousness; clarified non-strength 

(insecure; threat). [bÉ] -  already analyzed clarity with closed consciousness; limitation of ; 
surrounded; density. [X] - unavailable clarity; fullness of strength; eagerness for analyzing; 

lively; continue; curiosity; capability of analyzing.  

4.4  Deriving liveliness (pit) - Interaction between Pramaya  koa (vibration) and nandamaya  

koa (support) evolves the strength (pit) (firmness; power; energy) derived in the image. Before the 

start of interaction, “support needs vibrations” and “vibrations needs support”, create a “need for 

strength”, which always remains in the future and is symbolized by nasal sound  [gÉè] . The 

present of interaction is symbolized by the unvoiced sound  [cÉè] and [dè] for „regulated‟ and 

„obstructed‟ liveliness. After the interaction is completed, the past of already strengthened is 

symbolized by the voiced sound [eÉè] and  [fÉè] for „regulated‟ and „obstructed‟ strength. 

Semantic Values - [cÉ] - towards deriving (achieving; attaining; collecting; invoking) the 

strength (energy; power; firmness) with regulated liveliness; vibrating energy; charge; towards 

deriving illusion (inattentive). [d] - towards deriving the strength with obstructed liveliness; 

imbalanced energy; obstruction in all the . [eÉ] - already derived strength with regulated 

liveliness; consistent energy; derived lack of clarity (fantasy); aliveness (psychological strength). 

[fÉ] - already derived strength with obstructed liveliness; hesitation; unstable; lack of firmness; 

weak; limitation of ; uneasy.  [gÉ] - unavailable strength; fullness of clarity; eagerness of 

deriving; capability of deriving. 

4.5  Occupying flow (asura) - The „stimulator‟ rotates „the sense‟ around the space (AÇiÉËU¤É) of four in 

eclinable elements (dissimilarities, vision, support, and vibrations) creating active flow. It stimulates 

(analyzing clarity + acquiring identity + deriving strength + offering appearance) the existence in a 
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cyclic manner and forms a wave, in all the three directions: inflow (viewing, listening etc.), outflow 

(speaking, executing etc.), and self flow (thinking). Every out-flow process moves from intellectual 

to psychological, to biological, to physical world. The inflow process is just the reverse of it. Self-

flow is available in each world individually.  

Interaction between Manomaya koa (stimulator) and space (non-existent) evolves the flow (asura) 

(outflow; inflow; self flow) occupied in the image. Before the start of interaction, “stimulator needs 

space” and “space needs stimulator”, create a „need of flow‟, which always remains in the future and 

is symbolized by the nasal sound  [hÉè]. The present of interaction is symbolized by the unvoiced 

sound  [Oè] and [Pè] for „free‟ and „barred‟ flow. After the interaction is completed, the past of 

already occupied is symbolized by the voiced sound  [Qè] and [Rè]for „free‟ and „barred‟ flow.   

Semantic Values - [O] - towards occupying space with free fluency (inflow; outflow; self flow) 

of time; occupying; activating; doing; presence. [P] - towards occupying the space in the barred 

fluency of time; stop in all the .  [Q] - already occupied space in the past with free fluency of 

time; activated; had; death; old; completed; damaged; already happened; already existing; every past 

can be included; demolition; life absorbed; historical; decay; done; executed; created. [R] - 

already occupied space in the past with barred fluency of time; applicability of bar in all the ; 
barred space in the past; closing (covering; ending) of already existing; ignorant with past [hÉ] 
unavailable flow; fullness of space; eagerness to occupy the flow; capability to execute; inactive.    

 

Annamaya 
koa 

A³ÉqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ 
expanding 
visibility 

Gadharva aÉlkÉuÉï 

(expanding ability) 

Pramaya  
koa 

mêÉÉhÉqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ 
expanding 

force 
self expanding  [I] 

available expansion  [sÉè] 
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Manomaya koa 
qÉlÉÉåqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ 
Asura  AxÉÑU 
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Vijnamaya  
koa 

ÌuÉ¥ÉÉlÉqÉrÉ M ÉåvÉ 
concentrating 

visibility 

acquired concentration  [Uè] nandamaya  
koa 

AÉlÉlSqÉrÉM ÉåvÉ 
concentrating 

force 

self concentrating  ṛ [G] 

(concentration ability) 

i GËwÉ 

Model of Existence (Vowels) 

 

4.6  Expressing in physical form - The ultimate aim of outflow activity is to transfer the signal from 

the upper world to the lower (physical) world. There are four phases of physical transformation, 

which are:   [xÉè] - application of physical expression; sense of physical transformation; with.  
[vÉè] - application of physical strength; time of physical transformation; believable expression.  [wÉè] 
- application of physical flow; space of physical transformation; desiring expression.  [Wè] 
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application of physical placing; physical availability, availability of nonexistent (asata); death; 

leaving existence; entering physical; eliminate.  

4.7  Consonants made from vowels - We have four consonants, which are made from vowels. 

These are:  [rÉè] (deva) - visible (without force, outflow) existent;  [uÉç] (pit) - forceful (invisible, 

inflow) existent;  [sÉç] (gadharva) - available expansion;  [Uç] (i) - acquiring concentration, 

involvement.  

4.8  Placement of vowels in existence - Without going into detail, the vowels are very well 

explained in the above table. Semantic Values of vowels -   [A] - existence; existence without 

existent.  [B] - entity; by the entity.  [C] - towards; visible; in view; out flow; quantum of the 

visible without force.  [D] - exposing, out flowing.  [L] - indicated.  [Lå] - visibility.   [E] - 
inside; hidden; indirect; quantum of invisible force; acceptance.  [F] - inflowing; 

hiding/accepting/keeping/ invisible inside; quantum of power; dark.  [AÉå] - hidden existence; in 

the direction.  [AÉæ] – acceptable /hidden/force availability.  [G] - self-concentration; gravity; 

quantum of identity.  [I] - self-expandability, appearing ability; repulsion; quantum of appearance. 

5.0  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

act djuk  - action  involving  consciousness  {action involving consciousness; 

psruk esa lafyIr fØ;k}. action dkt  - energy  by consciousness  {energy by consciousness; 

psruk ds }kjk ÅtkZ}. air gok  - invisible entity  physical  {physical invisible entity; HkkSfrd 

vǹ'; bdkbZ}. alive pj  - towards deriving energy  involve  {involved in deriving energy; 

ÅtkZ ds O;qRiUu esa 'kkfey}. arrow rhj  - towards offering  out exposing  / involve  {involved 

in out exposing offering; ckgj dh fn'kk esa izLrqfr dks izdV djus esa lfyIr}. art dyk  - consciousness 

 expanded entity  {expanded entity of consciousness; psruk dh foLrkfjr bdkbZ}. bad can  - 
restricted existence  offered  {restricted existence offered; izfrcaf/kr vfLrRo dh izLrqfr}. bark Nky 

 - obstruction in deriving energy  entity  expanded availability {expanded 

availability of cover (entity obstructing the derived energy); vkPNknu ¼ÅtkZ izkIr fujks/kd bdkbZ½ ds foLrkj 

dh miyC/krk}. blaze yiV  - expanded availability  approval  occupying   {occupying 

the approval of expanded availability; foLrkj miyC/krk ds vuqeksnu esa izòÙk}. blaze 'kksyk  - 

application of physical energy  in the direction of  expanded  entity  {expansion of entity in 

the direction of application of physical strength; HkkSfrd 'kfDr ds vuqiz;ksx dh fn'kk esa bdkbZ dk foLrkj}. 

body ru  - gesture  acquiring capability  {acquiring capability of gesture; Hkko dh 

vf/kxzg.k {kerk}. brave 'kwj  - application of psychological strength  accepting inside  
involved  {involved in courage (accepting inside the application of psychological strength); lkgl 

¼euksoSKkfud rkdr ds vuqiz;ksx dh vkarfjd Lohd̀fr½ esa lafyIr}. brother HkkbZ  - unconditionally accepted 

 entity  exposing {exposing the genetically (unconditionally) accepted entity; vkuqokaf'kd ¼fcuk 

'krZ½ Lohd̀r bdkbZ dk izR;{khdj.k}. case [kksy  - clarifying with closed consciousness  direction 

 expanded availability  {expanded availability of the direction of clarifying with cover (closed 

consciousness); doj ¼can psruk½ ds lkFk Li"V dh fn'kk ds foLrkj dh miyC/krk}. charged rS'k  - 

offering  visibility  application of psychological strength  {visibility of offering of the 

"psychological force feeling"; ^^euksoSKkfud rkdr ds vuqiz;ksx* esa ǹ';rk dh izLrqfr}. conscious psr  
- towards aliveness  indicated  towards offering  {offering the indicated towards aliveness; 

lthork dh vksj bafxr izLrqfr}. continuity rkj  - towards offering  by the entity  involved  
{involved by the entity towards offering; getting continuously; izLrqr dh fn'kk esa bdkbZ }kjk lafyIrrk( 

yxkrkj fey jgk}. cry ph[k  - towards evolving energy  sharp exposing  illogical  
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{illogical sharp expression of evolving-liveliness; mHkjrh thoarrk dh folaxr rst vfHkO;fDr}. direction vksj 

 - in the direction of  involved  {in the direction of the involved; lafyIr dh fn'kk esa}. 

donation nku  - offered  entity  act  {act of already offered by the entity; bdkbZ }kjk 

fd;k is'kd'k dk deZ}. donkey [kj  - closed consciousness  involve  {involved in 

inhuman activities (closed consciousness); veukuoh;rk ¼can psruk½ esa lafyIr}. father (Chinese)  - 
unconditional approving accepting  psychological strength  towards  act  {act towards 

psychological strength of accepting unconditional approval; fcuk 'krZ vuqeksnu Lohd̀fr dh ekufld 'kfDr 

dh fn'kk esa deZ}. father (English)  - unconditional approving  by the entity  offered  
involved  {involved in offering by unconditional approval; fcuk 'krZ vuqeksnu ds }kjk izLrqfr esa lafyIr}. 

father (French)  - approval with conditions (bonding /protecting)  indicated  
experiencing involved  {involved in indicated approval with conditions 'krksZa ds lkFk bafxr vuqeksnu esa 

lafyIr}. father (German)  - unconditional approval  occupation  involved  
{involved in occupation of unconditional approval; fcuk 'krZ vuqeksnu dh izòfÙk esa lafyIr}. father (Hindi) 

 - visible conditional approving  entity towards offering  {entity towards offering visible 

approval with conditions; l'krZ ǹ'; vuqeksnu esa izLrqr mUeq[krk}. father (Italian)  - conditional 

approval  existing  indicated involvement {indicated involvement existing with conditional 

approval; bafxr lafyIrrk l'krZ eatwjh ds lkFk ekStwn}. father (Japanese)  - liveliness  towards  
liveliness  towards  {towards liveliness regularly; providing liveliness to the child; fu;fer :i ls 

thoarrk dh vksj}. Ganesh x.ks'k  - clarity  towards indicated flow  'application of 

physical strength'  {'application of physical strength' towards indicated flow of clarity; Li"Vrk ds 

bafxr izokg dh fn'kk esa ^'kkjhfjd 'kfDr dk vuqiz;ksx*}.hidden technique xqj  - clarity  hidden  
involve  {involved in hidden clarity; Nqih Li"Vrk esa lafyIr}. husband ifr  - approving with 

protection  towards offering  {towards offering approval with protection; the husband protects 

the wife; lqj{kk ds lkFk vuqeksnu dh vksj izLrqrksUeq[k( ifr iRuh dh j{kk djuk gS}. involved jr - 
involvement towards offering {towards offering the involvement; lafyIrrk esa izLrqfr dh vksj}. 

king jkt~ - strength entity involved {strength in involved entity; lÙkk esa lafyIr 'kfDr}. 

layer Fkj - towards establishing involved  {involved towards establishing; LFkkiuk dh 

fn'kk esa lafyIr}. life thou - aliveness exposing hidden existence act {act of 

exposing aliveness of hidden existence; thoar vfHkO;fDr dks izdk'k esa ykus dk deZ}. listen lqu - 
expression inflow act {act of inflow of the expression; vfHkO;fDr dh vken dk deZ}. love I;kj 

- approving displayed involved {involved in display of approval; vuqeksnu ds izn'kZu 

esa lafyIr}. male uj - acquisition capability involve {involved in acquisition capability; 

vtZu {kerk esa lafyIr}. path iFk - towards approving offering the established 

{approving towards offering the established; LFkkfir izLrqfr dh vksj vuqeksnu}. power cy - 
belief available expansion {available expansion of belief; fo'okl dk foLrkj miyC/k}. profit ykHk 

- expansion entity acquired freely {freely acquired expanded entity; foLrkfjr bdkbZ dk 

Lora= :i ls vf/kxzg.k}. ray fdj.k - consciousness visible concentrated  space 

availability  {space availability concentrated in visible consciousness; ǹ'; psruk esa dsafnzr varfj{k 

miyC/krk}. roof Nr  - obstruction in deriving energy  towards offering  {providing 

(towards offering) obstruction in deriving sunlight (energy); lwjt dh jks'kuh ¼ÅtkZ½ ikus esa ck/kk iznku}. 

rote ti  - strength  approving  {approving strength; 'kfDr dk vuqeksnu}. skilled n{k 

 - offered  conscious  liveliness  {offered capability (conscious liveliness); izLrqr {kerk 

¼lpsr lthork½}. sky uHk  - emptiness existing  unconditionally acquired  
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{unconditionally acquired emptiness; fcuk 'krZ vftZr [kkyhiu}. song xhr  - clarity  exposing  
towards offering appearance  {towards offering appearance by exposing detail (clarity); :i dh 

izLrqfr dh fn'kk esa fooj.k ¼Li"Vrk½ mtkxj}. spectacles ,sud  visibility /ai/ act /na/ consciousness 

/ka/ {consciousness of act of visibility; ǹ';rk ds dk;Z dh psruk}. time dky  - conscious entity  
available expansion  {available expansion of conscious entity; lpsr bdkbZ dk miyC/k foLrkj}. truth 

lR;  - expression  towards offering  observable  {observable offering of expression; 

the visible proof; vfHkO;fDr esa izR;{k dh is'kd'k( izR;{k izek.k}.  universe txr  - {offering of clarity 

of aliveness; thoarrk dh Li"Vrk dh izLrqfr}.vein ul  - acquisition capability  expressing  
{expressing the acquisition capability; vtZu {kerk O;Dr}. war tax  - strength  living  
clarity  {clarity of living strength; thfor 'kfDr dh Li"Vrk}. water ty  - aliveness  available 

expansion  {available expansion of aliveness; thoarrk dk miyC/k foLrkj}. wind iou  - 

active  invisible existent  approving  {approving active air (invisible-existent); lfØ; vǹ'; 

fo|eku dk vuqeksnu}. 

6.0  ILLUSTRATION OF MOTRA (GVEDA-1-164-46) 

ClSìÇ ËqÉ§ÉÇ uÉÂhÉqÉÌalÉqÉÉWÑUjÉÉåÇ ÌSurÉÈ  xÉ xÉÑmÉhÉÉåï aÉÂiqÉÉlÉç | 

LMÇ  xÉË²mÉëÉ oÉWÑkÉÉ uÉSlirÉÌalÉÇ rÉqÉÇ  qÉÉiÉËUµÉÉlÉqÉÉWÑÈ || 





 

 ¼bUnz½ = visible active  offer related involvement {active offer related involvement    

(logic; formula; belief) in visible; ǹ';eku esa lfØ; izLrqfr lacaf/kr lafyIrrk ¼rdZ] lw=] fo'okl½} (active 

involvement)  
[Viumy; intelligent; fo’.kqek;k] - active offer of logical Involvement; rkfdZr lafyIrrk dh lfØ; izLrqfr-  

[Brahmmy; controller; czãkek;k]- active offer of formulaic Involvement; lw=c) lafyIrrk dh lfØ; izLrqfr- 

[ivamy; brave; f'koek;k]- active offer of believed Involvement; fo'okl lafyIrrk dh lfØ; izLrqfr-  

Indra regulates the existence within three above mys, with the help of soma ¼l®e½ (time) and agni 

¼vfXu½ (stimulation). These are called five akara Brahma ¼v{kj czã½] used to evolve life in existence. 

 ¼fe=½ = nature (activated involved entity)  towards fullness of appearance (property, 

mobility, and quantity)  {nature towards fullness of appearance; :i ¼xq.k] xfr] ek=k½ dh ifjiw.kZrk dh 

vksj izd̀fr}- {fullness of offering appearance}.  

[ditya; xq.k]- Nature towards fullness of property; xq.k dh ifjiw.kZrk dh vksj izd̀fr- 

[Marut; xfr]- Nature towards fullness of mobility; xfr dh ifjiw.kZrk dh vksj izd̀fr-  

[Friend; ek=k]- Nature towards fullness of quantity; ek=k dh ifjiw.kZrk dh vksj izd̀fr- 

varua ¼o:.k½ =  invisible existent; belief /va/, inflow concentration; acceptable concentration /ru/, 

full availability of space; eagerness to occupy; inactive; unavailable flow /a/. (acceptability in belief).   

[Samudra]- Full availability of place (space) for inflow concentration of water (invisible existent) 

ikuh ¼vǹ’; fo|eku½ dh varokZg ,dkxzrk ds fy, txg ¼varfj{k½ dh iwjh miyC/krk- 

[ka]- Full availability of space for inflow concentration of invisible-existent (ka = the possible 

place for receiving the existent) vǹ’; fo|eku dh vken ,dkxzrk ds fy, varfj{k dh iwjh miyC/krk ¼vkdk'k & tgk¡ 

rd lr~ ds fy;s vodk'k miyC/k gks½-  
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[ditya]- capability of executing the acceptable concentration towards dark (night; faith; invisible 

existent) va/ksjs ¼jkr( vkLFkk( vǹ'; fo|eku½ dh vksj Lohdk;Z ,dkxzrk dks fØ;kfUor djus dh {kerk-  

[i]- capability of executing the acceptable concentration towards hidden (unknown; invisible 

existent);  fNih ¼vKkr( vkLFkk½ fn'kk esa Lohdk;Z ,dkxzrk dks fØ;kfUor djus dh {kerk-  

[Asura]- inactive acceptable concentration towards dark; va/ksjs ¼vKkr( vkLFkk½ dh vksj fuf"Ø; Lohdk;Z ,dkxzrk-  

[Empty liveliness]- unavailable flow of acceptable concentration towards liveliness; thoarrk Lohdk;Z 

,dkxzrk dh vksj vuqiyC/k izokg-   

 ¼vfXue~½ = hunger (visible emptiness)  clarity  existence ; {hunger for clarity (property, 

mobility, quantity) in existence; Li"Vrk ¼xq.k] xfr'khyrk] ek=k½ ds fy, vfLrRo esa Hkw[k}- (hunger for anything)   

[Curiosity; ftKklk] - hunger for knowing (clear property) in existence; vfLrRo esa tkuus ds fy, Hkw[k- 

[Excitement; mÙkstuk] - hunger for moving (clear mobility) in existence; vfLrRo esa xfr'khyrk ds fy, Hkw[k- 

[Greed; ykylk] - hunger for achieving (clear quantity) in existence; vfLrRo esa ek=k ds fy, Hkw[k- 

ḥ ¼vkgq%½ = inflow   physical entity  ; {inflow in physical entity; HkkSfrd bdkbZ esa vUrokZg} 

(memorizing). 

 ¼vFkks½ = in the direction of  establishing  existence ; in the direction of establishing the 

existent; otwn dh LFkkiuk dh fn'kk esa {direction of establishing; LFkkiuk dh fn'kk} (established) 

 ¼fnO;%½ = visible existent    indirect   visible offer ; {visible existent of indirect visible 

offer;  vizR;{k ǹ'; izLrqfr dh ǹ'; fo|rk} (heavenly) 

 ¼l½ = expression ; {expression; vfHkO;fDr} (expression) 

 ¼lqi.kksZa½ = in the direction  eagerness of fluency  by  approving  inflow  
expression /s/ {in the direction of the eagerness of fluency by approving the inflow expression; varokZg 

vfHkO;fDr dk vuqeksnu djus ds izokg dh mRlqdrk dh fn'kk esa} (eagerness for inflow) 

 ¼xq:Reku~½ = act virtual substance inner involved   clarity ;  act of virtual 

substance of inner involved clarity; vUr% lafyIr Li"Vrk ds vkHkklh inkFkZ dk dk;Z (feel) 

 ¼,d½ = consciousness  indicated {indicated consciousness; bafxr psruk} (single)  

 ¼lr~½ =  virtual expression ; virtual expression; vkHkklh vfHkO;fDr{image; Nfo}   (existent) 

 ¼foizk½ = approvable involved entity towards invisible existent {approvable involved 

entity towards knowable (invisible existent); Ks; dh vksj Lohdk;Z 'kkfey bdkbZ ¼vǹ'; fo|eku½} (known) 

 ¼cgq/kk½ = offered notion inner physical belief {offered notion unchanged 

(inner physical bond); vifjofrZr ¼Hkhrj HkkSfrd ca/ku½ /kkj.kk dh is'kd'k} (repeating) 

 ¼onfUr½ = outflow active occupation offered force {outflow active occupation in 

offered force izLrqfr dh 'kfDr esa cfgokZg lfØ; izòÙk}  (out exposed) 

 ¼vfXue~½ = hunger (visible emptiness) clarity existence ; {hunger for clarity (property, 

mobility, quantity) in existence; Li"Vrk ¼xq.k] xfr'khyrk] ek=k½ ds fy, vfLrRo esa Hkw[k}. (hunger) 

 ¼;e½ = fullness of offering view ; {fullness of offering view; ǹ'; izLrqr dh ifjiw.kZrk} 

(visible proof)  
 ¼ekrfj'oku½ = act  believable invisible entity  towards involvement  offering 

 substance ; {act of believable invisible entity towards involvement of offering substance; 

izLrqr inkFkZ dh lafyIrrk dh fn’kk esa fo'oluh; vǹ'; bdkbZ dk dk;Z} (strengthening the observation) 

 ¼vkgq%½ = inflow  physical  entity  {inflow in physical entity; HkkSfrd bdkbZ esa vUrokZg} 

(memorizing) 
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7.0  SUMMARY 

active involvement , offering appearance , acceptability in belief , hunger, 
and memorizing  established  heavenly  expressions , eagerness for inflow 

 feel  flow in memory  {active involvement, offering appearance, 

acceptability in belief, curiosity, and memory, are the established heavenly expressions, which inflow in 

memory with eagerness and feeling; lfØ; lafyIrrk] izLrqr :i mifLFkfr] ftKklk] fo'okl esa Lohdk;Zrk] vkSj 

Le`fr] LFkkfir fnO; vfHkO;fDr gSa] tks mRlqdrk vkSj Hkkouk ds lkFk Le`fr esa lqizokfgr gSa}. 

one  Existent  known , out exposed  frequently curiosity , visible 

proof , strengthening the observation  memorizing ; {memorizing is being 

done by strengthening the observation by visible proof, curiosity, and repeating the same exposed 

known existent; ,d gh Kkr ds mtkxj dks nksgjkus] ftKklk] vkSj n`'; lcwr ds voyksdu dks etcwr cukus ls Lèfr 

fufeZr gksrh gS}- 

8.0  PHILOSOPHICAL  ASPECTS  OF  THE  MOTRA 

The maṅtra explains the process of observing an appearance and memorizing it. The maṅtra includes 

the involvement of  {logic [Viumy], formula [Brahmmy], and belief [ivamy]}, 

towards the all types of available appearance of  {[ditya; xq.k]] [marut; xfr]] and [friend; ek=k]} 

by accepting in  [samudra; ka; ditya; i; asura; empty liveliness] due to  
[curiosity; excitement; greed] and flowing towards the memory. It further explains that the recording 

of the data in the memory is made strong by repeating the observed existent with curiosity and visible 

proof. In practical aspect, we can have different types of  and we observe 

the things accordingly. One single matra explains the observation and memorizing every kind of 

perception. Reading books, playing cricket and enjoying a movie may be different, but the process of 

observing and memorizing will be governed by the above maṅtra only. 

It is difficult to have curiosity for truth, to have ability to perceive a truth, to organize the perceived 

truth, and to explain the same. Truth is always perceived not created. It is away from ones desire, 

need, fear, ego and all psychological and biological barriers. The perception must be verifiable with 

our present knowledge of physics, biology, psychology, and cosmology. This is called creative 

thinking. In present paper, the perceived meanings of the words indra,varua etc., are verifiable 

form of the different stories of puras, for which one has to remove his spectacle of spiritualism. 

These stories are symbolic and explain the different parts of Brahma (unitary truth).     
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